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1. INTRODUCTION

The Toondah Harbour PDA scheme is one of two in Redlands (being the 
first PDAs declared, in May 2013).

The Toondah Harbour urban design workshop was held at the request 
of concerned Redlands residents. The workshop was convened by Shane 
Thompson, President of the AIA Queensland Chapter, and it was endorsed 
by the AILA, UDA and PIA. Several local professionals were among the more 
than 20 senior urban, master and environmental planners, civil and marine 
engineers, architects and landscape architects who took part pro bono. 

The workshop and the presentation of alternative planning principles and 
strategies were open to the public.

Mayor Karen Williams, RCC planners and State MP Mark Robinson were 
invited but did not attend. Several councillors, however, were present.

Majority community views – as well as substantive previous consultation 
findings about Redlands planning – are not reflected in the current Toondah 
Harbour PDA scheme. Many Redlanders are angry at token ‘tick and flick’ 
consultation and the Council’s non-disclosure of consultation outcomes or 
any baseline studies the planners may have relied on to justify a high-density 
scheme requiring the use of public land and assets.

There is widespread approval to upgrade Toondah Harbour ferry terminal 
facilities.

General public expectation in the Redlands is for low- or medium-rise, 
medium-density development in keeping with the subtropical country town 
character and way of life. This majority community expectation is on the 
public record, whereas purported community backing for the high-rise, 
high-density PDA proposal is nowhere presented.

g.j. walter park
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It should be noted that this report by necessity of time constraints is only a 
summary of the key findings of the workshop. It is not intended to be either 
an exhaustive or comprehensive critique.

The genesis of this workshop was an invitation by a group of community 
representatives for the AIA and allied professionals to assist in analysing 
and advising on the Proposed Development Scheme. The limited time 
available for public submissions has not enabled this work to be undertaken 
any earlier. Nonetheless the AIA QLD Chapter has made an independent 
submission. This submission was not made available to influence the 
workshop. The workshop was run as an open public process on the basis 
that the key outcomes or findings be made publicly avaliable to assist any 
community representatives in making further submissions to Council prior 
to and at the time of Council’s consideration of the Scheme on the 19th 
March.

Obviously without the benefit of important site studies it is not possible to 
prepare an alternative scheme nor is that what is intended. It is intended 
that the workshop be undertaken as a work of enquiry both to analyse and 
review the scheme which has been proposed and the process which has 
informed it, by whatever information is avaliable in the document. Further it 
was also intended that the workshop would investigate alternative master-
planning approaches to a scheme based on a best-practice framework 
particular to Toondah Harbour. This was done by working in small work 
groups and represents the work of 2 days only.

workshop workshop
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2. WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?

Toondah Harbour is dysfunctional and in need of repair and renovation, 
and traffic and transport need rationalising. Neither Council nor 
Government is prepared to invest in remediation required to upgrade port 
infrastructure. The Council owns properties here, including two former 
CSIRO buildings. The harbour is a mosaic of leases; the barge company 
has freehold possession of the largest land parcel within the PDA. The 
mangrove-fringed, Ramsar-listed yet highly polluted harbour presents 
challenging environmental constraints and problems. The site is subject 
to flooding and has major construction limitations. Toondah is gateway to 
Stradbroke Island, with implications for the island tourism economy. The 
Quandamooka Country experience begins at Toondah Harbour. A low-key, 
low-rise, natural identity is a sympathetic first impression for visitors – and 
coming from Stradbroke, Toondah Harbour and the peninsula present a 
horizontal green waterfront punctuated by iconic Norfolk pines.

The boundaries of the PDA encompass GJ Walter Park, a place with 
many significant historical associations for Queensland; however, the 
PDA scheme usurps a large area of the park. This is possibly Queensland’s 
oldest park, gazetted 125 years ago, the site where Governor Sir George 
Gipps foundered in mud up to his waist when reconnoitring Cleveland as 
a possible maritime port. The park is the setting for Fernleigh, a cottage 
dating from the mid 1850s, one of the earliest in the district, listed on 
the Heritage Register. The waterfront park is in a semi-natural state with 

expansive, unspoilt views across Moreton Bay to Moreton and Stradbroke 
Islands: this intangible benefit would go under the PDA scheme. It is the only 
park close to Cleveland with these bay views. The park is also koala habitat.

Cleveland is in progressive decline. The city barely supports itself as a viable 
commercial hub. It must compete with newer retail centres at Victoria Point 
and Capalaba. Cleveland’s urban consolidation is being sabotaged by new 
low-density residential development on farmland several kilometres south. 
Existing sites close to the centre and railway terminus lie abandoned and 
the property market is sluggish. Densification would integrate the urban 
fabric, mitigate peak hour traffic problems and provide a demographic 
boost to help lift local commerce and retail.

The proposed PDA aggravates Cleveland’s economic and urban problems 
with a large competing hub only two kilometres from the existing centre 
that will drain its commercial energy. The PDA scheme will also increase 
traffic and parking congestion at the harbour (4000 car parks are implied if 
a large marina, substantial retail and in excess of 1000 new apartments were 
to be built.) 

The Mayor says she wants Toondah Harbour to ‘provide a massive 
economic stimulus, generate jobs and put our city on the map’ [in a letter 
to a constituent, 27.2.2014]. Loading a single, cramped trophy site with 
competing – and even incompatible – activities will not achieve these 
desired outcomes. 

aerial photograph of toondah harbour, g.j. walter park, wetlands and environments



3. KEY SITE VALUES

- Views over the bay for all
- History - Governor’s landing
    - Historic buildings
    - Historic park
- Community ownership / Community space
- Closest park to town centre on bay
- Older trees to park and waters edge
- Place for family and community celebration
- Littoral zone - special flora and fauna habitat
- Internationally significant wetlands
- Koala corridor - koala habitat
- Community park
- Hidden gateway to North Stradbroke Island
 - Low profile
- A working port
- Sports oval
- Low scale / quiet / discreet / waters edge
- Easy / cheap / free North Stradbroke Island parking
- Use by children
- A country town with a special history and culture

toondah harbour priority development area master urban design workshop
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4. KEY SITE CONSTRAINTS AND RISKS

- Significant volumes of acid sulphate soils
 - Disturbance: risk to fish and dugong habitats / seagrasses
 - Disposal?
- Sensitivity of tidal movements
- Views to bay and islands
- Ramsar wetlands
- Open space / parklands
- Vehicular traffic - choking point at Middle Street
- Koala movements
- Existing vegetation / trees
- Waters edge scale
- High water table
- Site flooding
- Storm surge
- Strong south-easterly winds
- Working port
- Directly related to tourism and jobs in North Stradbroke Island
- Significant siltation
- Too far away from town centre to be complimentary
- Existing over supply of retail
- No established market for apartments of this scale
- Not attractive destination for investors
- Not attractive for major development groups / financiers
- Need to replace free public parking
- Lack of public transport
- Questionable commutable distance to Brisbane
- No major employment nodes
 - Hospitals?
 - Industry?
 - Universities?
- Cleveland not known as an investment centre at state, national or 
international level
- Cannot compete with Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast, Cairns, Townsville, 
Northern NSW, Reef Islands
- Won’t get specialty stores without supermarket
 - 12,000m² total = a town centre size
- If whatever is done is not right or does not work, it will do massive harm to 
the Redlands reputation
- Could be just like anywhere else

toondah harbour priority development area master urban design workshop
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5. SUMMARY CRITIQUE OF PDA SCHEME

- Too big
 - Scale/size bigger than Cleveland town centre
 - Conflict with the “Working Port”
  - Noise
  - Heavy vehicle movements
  - Transit traffic movements
  - Smells / odours
  - Dredging conflicts with residential uses
 - Financially too expensive fund
 - Expensive infrastructure
 - Massive impacts on environment
  - Seagrasses
  - Dugongs
  - Fish
  - Sea worms
  - Water quality
  - Wetlands
  - Water birds
- Loss of views from public spaces
- Loss of playing fields
- South Easterly winds impact on livability of apartments
- Not supported by enough public transport
- Will result in large bulky podiums to buildings for residential
- Scale is inappropriate for history and character of Cleveland
- Traffic impacts on surrounding community are unacceptable
- No future say in development by Redlands Community
- No precedent for developing, building financing of such a project
- Deep piling to 40-90 metres will make buildings unaffordable
- Scheme is out of character with Redlands
- Lack of regard for RAMSAR wetlands
- Koala corridor is unworkable
- Lack of recognition of heritage
- Loss of major trees
- Loss of public spaces
- Will drain business from the Cleveland Town Centre
- Scheme is misleading; e.g.:
 - Retail is shown at 12,000m² / text refers to 2,500m²
- Water table is too high for large residential buildings
- 15 storeys is too high for this urban context
- The scale will kill development opportunities thereafter
- Massive land reclaimation required - expensive and environmental impacts

toondah harbour priority development area master urban design workshop
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6. WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?

During the workshop, the independent experts proposed a range of 
potential alternative planning approaches with several overlapping themes. 

These include 

1. Realising the potential of Foreshore Park at Raby Bay as the city’s 
optimal waterfront attraction and a tourist destination: it is under-
used, 900 m long, north-facing, with deeper water and existing sandy 
beaches, but no one yet really knows about the park; 

2. Landscaping Middle Street as a major boulevard connecting the 
railway station and central zone with the harbour, highlighting hubs 
of interest such as the RSL, cafes, shops, and encouraging pedestrians 
and cyclists along the boulevard under shade; 

3. Connecting and highlighting disparate attractions and amenities 
throughout the city with landscaping and other urban design cues; 

4. Instead of one Big Bang development at Toondah Harbour, many 
smaller developments to consolidate the city and disperse risk.

The suggested planning approaches identified below are not to be taken 
in isolation but rather seen as complementary steps towards a strategic 
integrated urban renewal development program for Cleveland. The 
workshop quickly identified that it is inappropriate to consider Toondah 
Harbour in isolation. The whole city, as well as the harbour, needs a staged 
renewal and development strategy.

Three key propositions were investigated.

RABY BAY WATERFRONT

CLEVELAND 
TOWN 
CENTRE

TOONDAH 
HARBOUR

CASSIM 
ISLAND

CLEVELAND
POINT
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6.1 THE MACRO OR LITTORAL SCHEME 

•	 Retains the feel of a littoral zone: it is the antithesis of the proposed 
PDA plan. Toondah Harbour is in a small-scale, low-lying littoral zone. 
The complementary lower-rise built form of this area gradually builds 
higher towards the urban centre.

•	 Make Middle Street the major axis. 
•	 The north-facing recreational area at Raby Bay is better than south-east-

facing Toondah Harbour: realise Foreshore Park as a destination.
•	 Make GJ Walter Park bigger, add more green, provide pedestrian paths 

beyond the park and a direct path from Star of the Sea School to their 
sports fields in the park.

•	 The big hit of this scheme is a two-storey car park for 2000 places; its 
walls are caged and vegetated with vines. It can be built in stages.

•	 There are more potential development sites beyond the PDA boundary. 
Identify opportunities as catalysts for development. 

•	 Attract a variety of developers, a diversity of options for developments. 
•	 Spread the risk.
•	 Transfer development rights from the centre of town to fund the 

harbour upgrade.
•	 The PDA loads all future investment – and risk – into Toondah Harbour.
•	 This scheme follows proven urban regeneration principles. Work with 

what you’ve got and make smaller, judicious interventions.
•	 Tweak the urban fabric rather than major change.
•	 Think 50 years ahead. In the future, the city wants a centre, a harbour 

and green spaces. With more people living in apartments, parks are 
people’s back yards, used for recreation and family celebrations. 

•	 Maintain Cleveland’s development to no higher than six storeys to 
activate the ground plane.

•	 Redistribute tourist facilities and apartments where they belong.

0 1000M200M

0 400M80M

RAMP GOES OVER TO
RABY BAY RAMP
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18 KOWLOON EAST
Architect: AEDAS

Image courtesy of AEDAS
via designboom.com

http://www.planbooktravel.com.au/businesses/qld/townsville/attrac-
tions/the-strand/527678_1.jpg

http://www.visitsouthbank.com.au/�les/styles/slideshow/public/images/
page/parking-little-stanley-visit-south-bank-13.jpg?itok=MjP9CoM4

LITTLE STANLEY STREET, SOUTHBANK THE STRAND, TOWNSVILLE BALLET VALET PARKING GARAGE, USA
lower scale, activated streets improved parkland, activated with recreation opportunities landscaped carparking
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6.2 THE LOW IMPACT OR SHUTTLE SCHEME 

•	 Minimum impact for maximum amenity. 
•	 It relies on some public subsidy.
•	 Remove parking from the harbour to several nearby locations, including 

a former CSIRO site. This frees up development opportunities close to 
the port and reduces traffic and parking congestion.

•	 Shuttle buses to the car parks and between the railway station and port 
operate continuously.

•	 Develop 48 short-term residential units and retail/commercial of 
4000m2.

•	 A two-storey terminal building
•	 A small working port, including yachts and tourism operators.
•	 Possibility of a future small marina, with the proviso that this orientation 

is not ideal in cyclonic weather; also, the toxic, silt-laden harbour 
requires that turbulence, dredging be minimised.

•	 Reinstate Cleveland’s pier?
•	 Protect the park and make the koala corridor 40-50 m wide.
•	 Consolidate Middle Street as a tree-lined boulevard from the port to the 

centre.
•	 North of the boulevard, on the park side, a low-rise cultural and 

information/interpretive centre, meeting rooms, maybe a stage, for 
community as well as visitor use.

•	 This scheme makes Toondah Harbour more of a destination but far less 
competition to Cleveland’s existing commercial centre. 

•	 The parking strategy is more affordable, representing roughly $5000 
to create each parking space offsite, as opposed to $30,000 per space 
onsite. 

•	 Paid parking would be a significant handicap to NSI tourism and 
residents.

•	 Development in bite-sized pieces can be more market-responsive.
•	 Costs are more feasible for local developers and construction 

companies.
•	 Note: this is still a significant development for Cleveland’s waterfront.

0 250M50M

0 400M80M



STRAHAN, TAS PORT FAIRY, VICWATSONS BAY, NSW
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lower scale working harbour lower scale, preserve tree height dominance
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6.3 THE WORKING HARBOUR 

•	 This is a $10 million+ model. 
•	 Create just enough development potential to make the harbour work.
•	 The notion of another town centre within walking distance of central 

Cleveland is unsustainable.
•	 Forget retail: it would kill the centre.
•	 Build apartments and three-storey townhouses along the back edge of 

the park (without removing trees) to generate cash to fix the harbour. 
•	 The harbour is dysfunctional. Vehicle and barge movement is clumsy.
•	 Make modest improvements to make the harbour functional.
•	 It needs dredging, a place for refuelling and boat repair, a little dry dock. 
•	 Expand the public boat ramp as part of making the harbour a more 

public space.
•	 It is a working harbour, noisy, smelly, busy. Not a place to put residential.
•	 What is driving the need for massive land reclamation? There isn’t a land 

shortage at Cleveland. There is lots of land to develop. Rezone existing 
to attract development.0 200M40M
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6.4 A BOLDER OPTION

There was a fourth master planning strategy that sprang from the first 
question everyone asked: why are all Cleveland’s development eggs being 
put in one basket? This strategy (not fully explored in the workshop) 
envisions realising the implied potential of Raby Bay to extend its artificial 
landform to the north of Foreshore Park and establish wide finger wharfs 
over the water or built-up groynes to take low-rise residential and mixed-
use development. 

This would reinforce the two complementary faces of Cleveland: the 
‘artificial’ urban side with north-facing waterfront, and the ‘natural’, 
historical eastern waterfront.

This strategy avoids all the negatives that blight the Toondah Harbour PDA 
scheme: prevailing south-easterlies blowing on average 300 days a year; 
harbour pollution and reclaimed land; periodic site flooding; a challenging 
construction environment with high-rise buildings requiring piers sunk 
40-80 m; encroaching on a public park; destroying natural habitat; conflicts 
with mangroves, fish breeding sites, aquatic species, wildlife habitat, 
environmental protection; reducing amenity of local residents whose views 
and bay breezes would be blocked; congested traffic and parking at the 
bottleneck location; disruptive construction works extending over many 
years…

NOW - FRAGMENTED
- DISCONNECTED
- HIDDEN AMENITY
- NO FUTURE

CURRENT P.D.A. SCHEME - DISCONNECTED
- COMPETING CENTRES
- HIDDEN + LOST AMENITY/UNDER UTILISED
- LOSS OF ENERGY TO TOWN CENTRE
- HIGH RISK
- MIN. COMMUNITY BENEFIT

0 1250M250M



The benefits of focusing on Raby Bay as the prime location for significant 
future recreational and tourist destination development include north-
facing orientation; deeper water; large area available for development 
and parking; attraction for developers who would appreciate the lower 
construction costs and the financial premium of offering all properties 
with water-frontages; smaller construction sites and building times; within 
walking distance of Cleveland central and the railway station. 

Development here would allow the historical character of Toondah Harbour 
to remain intact, and keep it as a working harbour and appropriate gateway 
to Stradbroke. 

Development could be easily staged and designed in conjunction with 
beautification of Foreshore Park. Low-rise development to preserve existing 
residents’ views where possible; residents would benefit from new amenity 
and increased vitality of the precinct.

Foreshore Park, as an activated linear park nearly a kilometre long, has 
greater potential to attract tourists than a mini Gold Coast at Toondah 
Harbour.

The workshop acknowledged the difficulty of building in any riparian zone, 
and that site conditions at Raby Bay are unknown – as they are for Toondah 
Harbour, for which no information has been made publicly available.

ALTERNATE
INTEGRATED
URBAN
REGENERATION

- CONNECTED
- COMPLIMENTARY CORRIDORS
- ENHANCED AMENITY
- LOW RISK
- MAX. COMMUNITY BENEFIT

0 1250M250M
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TOONDAH HARBOUR NOW

TOONDAH HARBOUR PROPOSED P.D.A. SCHEME
7-15 STORIES

TOONDAH HARBOUR ALTERNATIVE
4 STORIES

toondah harbour priority development area master urban design workshop
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7. SOME CONCLUSIONS

The overall critique of the current PDA scheme is that is overdeveloped. 
No one can see how it can work, how it can be financed, how it can be 
constructed, or what the benefits are for the community.

The Toondah Harbour PDA is very risky, and represents an unacceptable 
long-term risk for ratepayers.

A massive project of this scale would freeze out local developers and 
construction companies and drain their opportunities in the Cleveland area 
for many years, decades.

Loss of the natural riparian environment robs future generations of directly 
experiencing Cleveland’s historic birthplace and pristine views of the bay 
and islands.

Co-locating 15-storey buildings with a koala corridor encapsulates the 
essential conundrum that drives the ill-conceived PDA scheme.

The PDA scheme has been poorly envisaged and planned; it is not a work 
of considered research, at any level. It is difficult to find anything positive to 
say concerning its quality or professional competence. 

However, the workshop identified many alternative development sites 
outside the PDA and the ready potential for successful, proven urban 
regeneration strategies throughout Cleveland.

As one of the first PDAs, there is a particular pressure of getting Toondah 
Harbour right. Carriage of the urban design and community consultation 
process by Redland City Council has been grossly inept, and the current 
PDA is strenuously opposed. As a councillor put it, Toondah Harbour PDA 
gets ten out of ten for bad design, bad governance and bad consultation. 
The likely outcome is similar to what has occurred at Mackay Harbour 
where similar arguments were used resulting in an urban wasteland - a 
white elephant.

We can do much better on all fronts. The positive development alternatives 
outlined by the workshop are feasible. They are far less risky and provide 
far more community benefits: stimulating economic activity, keeping jobs 
in the Redlands, designing a balanced tourism framework for the city, and 
revitalising Cleveland over time through organic, authentic urban renewal. 

MACKAY HARBOUR DEVELOPMENT

MACKAY HARBOUR DEVELOPMENT
BLAND, DEFENSIVE, LOW COST DEVELOPER LED DESIGN, UNACTIVATED, NO STREET LEVEL 
ENGAGEMENT - SIMILAR TO P.D.A. SCHEME PROPOSAL
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8. WORKSHOP QUOTES AND SHOUTOUTS 

The proposed Toondah Harbour PDA plan does not reflect community 
consultation

Cars would dominate

Development encroaches on a public park

One of the oldest parks in Queensland

Proposed PDA plan will put Redlands on the map for all the wrong reasons

Retail is longer than Queen Street mall

PDAs are trophy sites

Key driver: improve port facilities

Toondah Harbour is gateway to Stradbroke Island

Community values and expectations are on record

A rural city by the sea

Disconnect between environmental values and development aspirations

The scheme is too big. It’s a white elephant

We know of no scheme of comparable scale and area for a location 
like this

Is this site better than other possible development sites?

The development requires the use of publicly owned land and reclaimed 
land that isn’t land yet

GJ Walter Park sits in a 1/100 year flood area

High water table

For parking for 15 storeys you need 3 basement levels

Toondah Harbour is a port

Dredging is a critical issue

Risk of acid sulphate soils

Bite-sized development more feasible for locals developers and 
construction companies

The harbour area is already heavily congested

Look at a macro context

A north-facing aspect is better than south-easterly

Make Middle Street a major axis and boulevard 

Variety and diversity of options for a range of developers

Tweaking rather than major changes

Making the park bigger: adding more green

Transfer development rights from the centre of town to fund harbour 
development

A linear development can be staged

Think 50 years ahead

Work with what you’ve got

Smaller, judicious urban interventions

The PDA loads all future investment into Toondah Harbour

Identify opportunities and catalysts for development

Stitching places together

Attract a variety of developers

You don’t get interesting urban grain with big buildings

A working harbour

Another urban centre 2 kilometres from Cleveland central is not 
sustainable

Dysfunctional harbour

Create just enough development potential to make the harbour work 
efficiently

Would you want to live at an industrial port?

A $10m model?

Suburban acupuncture. Small

There are more than enough sites near the harbour that can be upscaled 

There isn’t a land shortage in Cleveland

Rezone to attract development

Why put all the eggs in one basket?

Lack of liveability, particularly at 15 storeys

Exploit the proximity of Foreshore Park
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8. WORKSHOP QUOTES AND SHOUTOUTS  CONT. 

North-facing, deeper water, no conflicts with a working harbour

No conflicts with koalas, mangroves, fish breeding

Closer to the train

Potential for finger development giving every site a water frontage

Lower cost parking

Potential for far more development

Activate Raby Bay

Attract more tourists here than to a mini Gold Coast at Toondah Harbour

A much bigger vision, a much more certain vision for Cleveland

A stronger, bolder vision for rejuvenating Cleveland

Keep the historical character of Toondah Harbour precinct

Keep it a vibrant working harbour

Improve streets as well as buildings

Be very cautious building in riparian zones

Cyclone + HAT + storm surge + global warming?

Values of the site

Intangibles

Current PDA overdeveloped

Can’t see how it could work economically

Loss of park and views

Extra traffic - everywhere

Co-locating 15-storey buildings with a koala corridor - ridiculous

Spread the risk

Loss of natural riparian edge

Equivalent to another town

High-density housing with views in Cleveland

This PDA scheme is very provocative

Proven, robust urban redevelopment strategy

Coastal city authentic to its character

It’s a developer’s brochure, not a strategic plan

Local developers to get on board

Little projects to create a better whole

Cleveland’s wide streets ambience

Nurture the culture of Cleveland

The park is within the PDA envelope

The PDA plan has the harbour function a small component of a 
large development

Put the harbour uppermost

It isn’t an easy site for construction or ongoing maintenance

Reinstate Cleveland jetty

What can the site carry?

Effort should be on supporting the centre of the city

Do not drag more cars to the harbour and park

A strategy for Toondah, but no strategy for Cleveland

A beautiful village

Once-in-a-lifetime opportunity

Deserves scrutiny

Significant risks need to be properly managed

Be more ambitious for Cleveland

Connect the town centre to Raby Bay

Sports venue for Star of the Sea school

Mangroves, wetlands, Ramsar

Internationally significant

Cleveland has a special country town character

Old trees in the park

Only two road give access to the harbour site

Noise. Congestion

Connectivity

Difficult site. Piles go down 40 m into the mud

Costs to build more expensive than other sites

Opportunity is much bigger than Toondah Harbour

Work with existing fabric

Embellish what we’ve got

Tourism of the future won’t seek the artificial, like the Gold Coast, but the 
natural environment

Authentic Moreton Bay township
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8. WORKSHOP QUOTES AND SHOUTOUTS  CONT. 
Not from somewhere else

Cannot separate the study area from the context

Densify the town core

No higher than six storeys

Cleveland does not need skyscrapers

Reinforce Middle Street as a lovely boulevard 

Remove the conflicts

Trees should predominate in Cleveland

There is no future leaving things as they are

Bring in investment, revitalise the centre, fix Toondah Harbour, attract 
tourists

Hidden amenities

High risk

Someone has to fund it all

Integrated urban regeneration

Proven in Brisbane

Keep town centre as the key hub

Height of the pine trees

Vegas on the Bay

We propose three to five storey max

Resembles a modern fishing village

Organic growth for Cleveland

There is a choice. Less risk. Will make Cleveland more interesting

You don’t need to create new land
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Alliance (UDAL) 

•	 David Hatherly, Landscape Architect and Urban Designer, President of 
AILA Qld Clapter

•	 John Mainnaring, Architect and Marine Designer
•	 Steve Dunn, Landscape Architect, Mastperplanner and Urban Designer
•	 John Mongard, Landscape Architect and Urban PLanner
•	 Paul Butternorth, Architect
•	 Mara Francis, Architect
•	 Ian Culley, Architect and Urban Planner
•	 Shane Thompson, Architect, Urban Deisgner, Masterplanner, President 

of the Australian Institute of Architects Qld Chapter
•	 Caryn Streeter, Architecture Student

We also acknowledge the support of the following organisations: 
•	 Australian Institute of Architects Qld Chapter
•	 Australian Institute of Landscape Architects Qld Chapter
•	 Grand View Hotel, Cleveland

The mayor and all Redland City Councilors were invited, those who 
attended include: 
•	 Councillor Alan Beard, Deputy Mayor
•	 Councillor Paul Bishop
•	 Councillor Wendy Boglary
•	 Councillor Lance Howlett
•	 Councillor Craig Olgivie

And the many community members who attended during the workshop 
and for the final presentation, estimated at 50-60 persons.


